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ANNUAL REPORT OP THE TOWN OF ALTON, N. H.
FIRE ALARM SIGNALS
nOX NO. J.OCATIOX
'.\ Bnisli lire. Kev>eal three times.




i;*) Alton Bay, near L<^ster Downing Eesidenee.
24 Main St., corner School St.
2(; lilain St., Wolfeboro Hill.
.".2 (libnanton Koad, corner Mill St.
41 Hay Sclioolhonse.
42 Main St., foot Rollins' Hill.
4;> Main St., near Fred roll)ath Residence.
2-2-2 Ont of town call. All tirenieu to re{)ort
at station.
1-1 All ont signal.
2 Blasts at 7.H0 a. m., no school.
2 Blasts at 7.?>0 p. ni.. Fire Dept. meeting.
1 Blast, water to be shnt off in thirty minntes.
NOTICE
Brush fire, chimney fire, and all out'side fire alarms
ai'e to be telephoned to the Alton operator, who will
sound the proper alarm, and notify the proper authori-
ties. This will be done by means of a control box now
in the central office. State 'Clearly the nature, ext'ent
and location of the fire. By complying with the above
much time and property may be saved.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATING A BOX
Oipenimg- a box does not sound alarm: Pull doAvn
handle. Anyone sounding alarm to remain at box to
direct firemen. Second alarm to be sounded by order
of t'he chief engineer only. Test alarm every day at




Fire Wards of Alton.
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TOWN OFFICERS
Selectmen
CHESTER W. LITTLEFIELD TERM EXPIRES 39^8
FREDERICK M. PPIRKINS TERM EXPIRES 1949
CLAYTON E. PARKER TERM EXPIRES 1950
Clerk Treasurer




ARTHUR MARTIN CLARENCE P. KILBORN
Trustees of Trust Fuiids
PRANK M. AYER TERM EXPIRES 1948
CLARENCE P. KILBORN TERM EXPIRES 1949
CARL WYMAN TERM EXPIRES 19r)0
Trustees of Piihlic Library
CHARLES H. DAVIS TERM EXPIRES 194S
HAROLD CLOU({H TERM EXPIRES 1949
ANNIE A. WHEELER TP^RM EXPIRP:;S 19r)()
Precinct Com mission ers
CHESTER W. LITTLEFIELD
P^REDERICK M. PERKINS CLAYTON E. PARKER




Supervisors of the Check List




Hif/hu-ny Agent Health Officer
FORREST VARNEY GP:ORGE MiU-OREGOR
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TOWN OFFICERS
Fire Wards




Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
RAYMOND C. DUNCAN JOHN W. PROCTOR
CHARLIES E. ROBERTS LEAYIS E. HAYES
CLARENCE F. LAMPER
*SV7/oo/ Hoard
LEON T. DODCE TERM EXPIRES 1948
OLIVER R. SHATTUCK TERM EXPIRES 1!)41)





Justice of Municipal Court
(L\RL AY. AA^YMAN
1Vater Co tn inissioners
ROBERT AY. EASTMAN TERM EXPIRES 1018
HARRY JONES TP:RM EXPIRES V.Ui)
JOHN H. McDUFEEE TERM EXPIRES 19r,0
Budget Committee
FRED T. AYILSON TERM EXPIRES 1948
RAYMOND C. DUNCAN TERM EXPIRES 1948
HARRY E. JONES TERM EXPIRES 1948
MARTIN A. LYNCH TERM EXPIRP:iS 1949
FREDERICK M. PERKINS TERM EXPIRES 1949
CARL AY. AVYMAN TERM EXPIRES 1949
FRANK J. McGRATH TERM EXPIRES 19r,0
JOHN PROCTOR TERM EXPIRES 1950
OLIVER M. COLBY TERM EXPIRES 19r)0
LEON T. DODOE, Scliool Committeo
CHESTER AY. LITTLEFIP^LD, Selectman
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OP ALTON, N. H.
BUDGET
Estimates of Kevenne and Expenditures for tlie Ensuing
Year, January 1, 1948 to December 81, 1948, com-
pared with Actual Kevenue and ^Expenditures of the
Previous Year, January 1, 1947 to Decendier ol, 1947.
From State:
Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings bank tax
Reimbursement account state and
federal forest land
For lighting forest tires
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Business licenses and pennits
Fines and forfeits, municipal court
Rent of town hall and other
buildings
Interest received on taxes and
deposits
Income from trust funds
Interest, water department
Income of Departments
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Income from municipally owned
utilities
:
AVater department notes l,40l).00
Jlotor vehicle permit fees 2,:U»S.1.'2 3,500.0a





Added taxes 1947 (Esc.) 546.59
Cash on hand 14,319.14
From Local Taxes Other Thau
Property Taxes:
Poll taxes—regular @ $2.00 904.00
Amount To Be Raised By Proi^erty
Taxes 7S,.")54.1(;
Total revenues |1 37,011.91 |5,040.00
PURPOSE OF EXPENDITURES
1947 194S
Current Maintenance Expenses: Actual Estimate
General government:
Town officers' salaries $2,538.00 $2,(500.00
Town officers' expenses 1,003.74 900.00
Election and registi'alion
expenses 202.05 450.00
^lunicipal court expenses 100.00 100.00
Expenses town hall and other
town buildings 1,780.05 2.(;00.00
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police department 1,527.70 1.800.00
• Fire department 5,000.44 4,142.00
iloth extermination—blister rust,




hospitals. Article 12 774.70 400.00
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Vital statistics 39.G:] 35.00
Article 21, shade trees 137.00
Highways and bridges
:
Town maintenance, summer 8,614.09 8,000.00
Town maintenance, winter 9,870.43 8,000.00
Street lighting 132.00 150.00
CJeneral expenses of liighway
department, including
grader 2,0G1.07 1,500.00
Town road aid. Class V, Article 5 410.28 823.80





Town poor 2,000.25 2,500.00
Old age assistance 5,379.25 0,500.00
Patriotic Purposes:
ilemorial day and Veterans'
association 150.00 1.50.00
Aid to soldiers and tlieir families 250.00
Eecreation:
Parks and playgrounds, including





Airports, Article 23 2.50.00 1.00
Unclassified
:
R. R. expenses 129.50
Damages and legal expenses 29.20 100.00
Advertising and regional
associations 245.00 205.00
Taxes bought by town 186.87
Polls .36.00




On temporary loans 208.32 250.00
Oil bonded debt (water) 666.50
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State of N. H., special polls 8.00
Spraying trees, special article 250.00 250.00
Tarvia, Article 4 1,548.85 1,000.00
Band stand 074.52
New land and buildings, public
wharf n,a05.15





Dog damage fiO.l 5
lAn\g term notes, waler 1,400.00
Temporary loans 20,000.00
Payment to capital reserve funds 2,000.00 1,000.00
Cash on hand 11.257.70




(.'ounty taxes 8,94:5.00 8,043.00
Payments to school districts 35,835.68 30,803.55
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WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the town of Alton, in the County
of Belknap, in said state, qualitied to vole in town
affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the town house, in
said Alton, on Tuesday, the nintli day of Marcli
next, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following sid)jects
:
Article 1. To see what sum of mone^^ the town will vote
to raise and api»ropriate to pay all necessary
cliai'ges of the town for the ensuing year.
Article 2. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and ajipropriate for the repairs of highways
and bridges for the ensuing year, in addition to that
rerpiii-ed by law.
Article .">. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the removal of snow
from the town's higliways.
Article 4. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and ai)pvopriate for the purchase of tarvia
and application of the same.
Article 5. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate tlie sum of |82:;.S0 provided that the state
will contribute *-S,2IJ5.2] for Class V roads, so called.
Article (1. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
selectmen to borrow necessary monies in anticipa-
tion of taxes.
Article 7. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and approi)riate for the decoration of
soldiers' graves.
Article S. To see what sum of money the to\vu will vole
to raise and apj)ropria1e for the maintenance of the
public library, in addition to that required by law.
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Article 9. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the snni of i*l(M).()(), to be expended nnder
state supervision, for the control of the while i)ine
blister rust. (By request)
Article 10, To see if the to\\n will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of -"jfS.ulHI.IK) to purchase a r>(K) bal-
lon tire truck with complete equipment on long term
notes at the discretion of the selectmen ami to ap-
point the three lire Avards as a committee to i)ur-
chase the same.
Article 11. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of J|{!2(ir).0() to the Lakes Kegiou
Association of New Hampshire, which is one-hun-
dredth of one per cent of the assessed valuation, for
the purpose of publicizing and promoting tlie nat-
ural advantages and resources of the town together
with other towns in Ihe Lakes Kegion. ( By request)
Article li*. To see what sum of money the town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the aid of the llug-
gins hospital at ^A^)lteltoro. (By request)
Article lo. To see what sum .of money the town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the aid of the La-
conia hospital at Laconia. (By request)
Article 11. To see if the town will vote to allow a dis-
count on all ])roperty taxes for the 191S assessment,
one per cent to August .'U and one-half of one ])er
cent to Sei)tend)er .".(I, inclusive.
Article 15. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
proitriate the sum of .^1.(100.00 for a Post-War Proj-
ect Fund; also to instruct the selectmen to set aside
a similar amoimt from cash on hand as of December
;>1, 1917, and to apply to said fund. This fund shall
not be expended until i)ost-war ])eriod and then only
by a vote of the toA\'n.
Article 1(1. To see if the town will vote to raise and a]»-
])ropriate the sum of J^lTjO.OO for spraying trees
along our highways. (By request I
Article IT. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
l)ropriate the sum of -H^l.OOO.OO for band concerts,
summer arid winter activities. (By request)
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Article 18. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of |!5(>0.00 for bnildiug a public
bathing- beach at Alton Bay. {V>\ request)
Article 19. To see what sum of moncA' the town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the development of
a landing" strip suitable for small planes. (By re-
quest )
Article 20. To see if the town will vote to instruct the
selectmen to make proper town police oi'dinances.
Article 21. To see if the town will vote to instruct the
selectmen to ai)pro])riate the sum of S2,000.00 from
the balance of the 1!)J:7 assessment for repairs on the
town barn.
Article 22. To see if the town will vote to sell the
]»umping station and land located at Alton Bay
which was acquired when the town purchased the
Alton V^ater \Vorks. Monej' received from sale to
be expended for the improvement of the Water De-
l)artment.
Article 2o. To hear the reports of agents, auditors,
committees or officers heretofore chosen and pass
any vote relating thereto.
Article 24. To choose all necessar}- town officers for
the ensuing year, to elect one selectman for three
3'ears, one selectman for two years, one library trus-
tee, one trustee of trust funds for three years, one
water commissioner for three years, one water com-
missioner for one year, and one delegate to the Con-
stitutional Convention.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Vahuition
ANNUAL REl'ORT OF THE TOWN OF ALTON, N. H. 13
Band concerts, Article 22, snninier
and winter activities 1,000.00
Plane landing-. Article 2a 1,000.00
rnblic beach. Article 24 r>0(K(K)
Municipal iniprovenient fund 1,000.00
|a2,25G.GG
LESS ESTIMATED REVE^NUE AND CREDITS
Interest and divi<lend tax .1i?2,9SS.-10
Railroad tax 150.00
Savings bank tax 200.00
Motor vehicle fees 1,500.00
Business licenses and permits 5.00
Fines and forfeits 50.00
Rent of town property- 1 25.00
Interest received on taxes 400.00





Net amount to be raised bv taxation |88,679.9S
Less poll tax GO I @ .f2.00 .|1,202.00
National baidc stock tax 41.25
|1 ,241125
Amt. to be raised by property taxes on
which town tax is figured |87,4.'>G.7:j




Regular^ polls @ .1^2.00 1,202.00
National bank stock taxes 41.25
Precinct taxes 2,71 G.9G
Total taxes, town and precinct |91,:19G.94
Total taxes committed to collector $91,:^9(;.94
Town rate, |3.:10 on .'IIOO.OO valuation.
Precinct rate, |0.34 on |10O.0O valuation.
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AvHSETH
111 Imiids of treasurer,
Deeeinber :U, V.Hl 111.257.70
Due froui slate bounties L'^iO.OU
Taxes due town on 1947 levy 9, ().>:{.27
Amount due town on 194() lew:
Taxes " lSn.S7
Taxes due town on 194.') lew:
Taxes " 1:*>9.9S
Taxes due town on 1944 and previous lew:
Taxes S0().54
IJalanee due on tarring driveways 114.00
Total assets |22,8S2.:i(;
LIABILITIES
Ilaianco due school district sfS,4S4.00




Farmington National Bank, water 7r)0.0O
Farinington National Bank, water 4,40().0()
Farmington National Bank, water 2,000.00
Farmington National Bank, Avater 15,000.00
Balance due on Class V highways 410.28
Balance due on Article 21, shade trees 1L5.00
Net debt December '.U, 194(5 |12,H95.8P»
Net debt December :!1, 1947 9.400.87
•foi, i CS>._«>
Decrease of debt .^2,991.90
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SCHEDITLE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description Valno
Town hall, land and bniklings )|28,0'00.00
Fnrnit.nre and eqniitnient 800.00
Library and eqnipment l.OOO.OO
Department property
:




Tractor lionse and shed 1,200.00
Plows and eqnipment ]0.000.0(^
(rradei' S,000.00
All other property and eqnipment:
Snow fences 700.00
( Travel banks 250.00
Place lot and stable 2,500.0(1
AVm. Charlesworth Levey park 1,200.00
Library lot ' 700.00
Pnblic wharfs :5,00(».00
^larine bandstand and new
bandstand 1,500.00
AVater works system 4S,715.2r>
Railroad ])rope'rty 10,000.00
1132,005.20
LAND ACQUIRED BY TAX DEED
Yo acre Bnbier lot flOO.OO
4 acres box shop lot 400.00
1500.00
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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
Amount collected for auto permits,
1JM748 |2,3G8.22
Fee received tor (519 peruiits 268.00
12,100.22
Dog liceuse fees, 1947-48:
12 females @ |5.00 U^O.m
8(1 males (ai |2.00 172.00
2 males i>art year 2.(;;>
Collecting fee, 100 (a^ | .20 20.00
!8;214.0:i
ETHEL W. MORRELL, Town Clerk.
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
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OR.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
!ash on haud Jamian,' 1,
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CURRENT REVENUE
FROM STATE
Tax Alton Bay tract, 2 years |31.77
Interest and (iivi<lends tax :»,03T.:U
Railroad tnx ^p.^T
Savings bank tax 252.38
Forest tire refund 262.15
Miscellaneons refunds 23.77
Welfare department refund 220.50i
FROM LOCAL SOr^RCES EXCEPT TAXES
Alton Bay, toilet receipts 102.90
Business licenses and permits 8.0O
Rent of town hall and other
buildings 437.00
Rent of orader 4,03,>.8O
Sale railroad land 1,015.00
Interest from taxes 250.(i5
Insurance refund 31.00
Amlnilance rental from New Durliam 3.80
Lawrence Sampson, overpayment .80
Farmington National Bank,
overpayment of interest 2!). 1(1
Income froui departments:
Mercliandise sold 030.70
Interest from water department ()()0..5O
Motor veliicle ivermit fees 2,:'.08.22




Tax .sales redeemed 171.2:5
Taxes of 1045 7,70:{.3>5
Dog licenses 2I>4,(»3
AVater department notes 1,400.00
AINIOT^NT TO BE RAISED RY ISSl'E OF
KONDS OR NOTES
Temi>orarv loan 20.000.00
Cash on haiid (surplus) 14,310.14
Total revenues from all sources
except property taxes .*|50,O57.75
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ourre:nt maintenance expenses
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Payments to other governmental
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Ethel Morrell, insurance 2r).0:»
F. M. Aver, trnstee of li-nst funds,
'salary .'O.OD
The Fannin<j;lon News, i)rintin<; 21)1. (H)
Carl W. Stafford, listing; ^ .1)0
Anna M. Morin, transfer cards .20
(Miarles H. Kavniond 11.20
Jones Agency, insnrance and l)on<ls 120.00
E. W. Ellis, repairing- town hall (11.54
John H. McDnliee, postage and
expenses JD.OO
Edison C P^astnian 1.7.")
N. H. CMty and Town Clerks association 2.00
Eflie McDnftee, copying tax book lO.OO
Jennie Littlefield, copying inventory 2.5.00
Stella F. Ayer, expenses 7.07
n ,00:^.74
DETAIL :5. ELECTION AND REniSTRATTON
Lillian M. Filield ^:V2M
Frances Roberts :52.0O
Charles F. Chesley 32.00
Merrvnieeting Orange, election
dinners ' 2n.S0
Winnifred Ferkins, ballot insi)ect()r 4.00
The Farniington News, ballots :>5.00
Arthnr Martin 4.00
AValter Oeorge, tending gale 4.00
F. M. Ayer, moderator 20.00
Ethel Morrell 15.25
ii?202.05
DETAIL 5. TOWN HALL AND OTHER BTHLDINGS
White Monntain Power Co. .fl84.07
Union Telephone Co. 55.70
(Jeorge AVallace, labor 0.25
AValter (Seorge, Jr. :100.00
Ralph Stevens, snoplies :>42.5S
AA'olfeboro Coal Co. 70.r.l
Waller VarncA', water pipes, rei)aii-s,
bibor' 10.:5,^
Alton AVater Works 44.70
Rochestei- Oemiicide Co. .'^5.25
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The Jones Agency
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Death notices delivered G
Complaints to parking 18
Unlicensed dogs reported 17
Runaway boys api>rehended ;>
(*oni plaints investigated Ul
IIAKOLT) E. TTBBETTVS,
Chief of Police.
DETAIL 7. FIRE DEPARTMENT
White Mountain Power Co. .f!S4:.01
Forrest Yarne3% payroll, liydrantK 12.00
Downing's Garage 5,5.4ft
Fred Reed, fuel oil 120.1.5
Union Teleplione Com]»any 85.77
American LaFrance, supplies 18.22
Alden's Garage 70.20
Wyman's Garage 215.40
Af Volmeke, hydrants 10.80
Charles (iarland 17.88
Clarence Barnes, lire payroll 50.00
Ivers L. A'^'etherbee, supplies 15.00
Carroll D. Piper, insurance 180.00
E. H. Downing, janitor and supplies 77.00
Harold Pnme, forest tires, payroll,
supplies l,o01.08
American Fire Equipment <i08.75
<iamewell Co., supj)lies 141.;'>;t
George F. Grant Co., supplies OO.OO
Alden Machine Co., labor 5.00
F. M. Aver, insnnince 114.45
Laconia 'Bottle (^as 4.0O
F. J. McGrath, supplier 0.25
Frank Burleigh 8.^9
W. H. Davenhall :5.0(f
The Fanuington News O.OO
.J. Jones & ^on» supplies 3.70
H. H. Buchanan, alarm service 00.00
H. T. Alden, firemen's payroll 570.70
H. Bronson Garner \.2T>
Blanchard Associates 01.70
Fire Protection ('o. 150.00
Plaster Kate Co. 51.00
l^awrence Sam]/son, supplies 27.48
ilerle (lassett, labor 74.10
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Alton Water Works 548.00
Kicker's Service Htation, supplies 2.14
DETAIL 9. DAMAGE BY D()(JS
Elliel W. Morrell, do-*- tags
and salary |;}:{.f),">
Walter Leigliton ;ir).5(>
DETAIL 10. SPECIAL ARTICLES
Article No.
7. Memorial day 150.00
!). AVliite pine blister -I^OO.OO
10. Lakes Region, advertising 210.00
12. Hnggins hospital ' 500.00
10. Finishing public whail' and
new bandstand 074. ,~2
17. Post war fund 2, (WO. 00
IS. Spraying trees 250.00
21. Purchasing and planting trees
along highway i:;7.0O
22. Suinnier activities, band
concerts 80;{.5O
2:}. Airports 250.00
24. New beach :j24.45
DETAIL 11. HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Ernest (Jriffin -flOo.O'O
(Jeorge A, McGregor, salarv 194(;,
1J)47 ' 94.70
Frank Higgens 75,00
DETAIL 12. WINTER WORK
Forrest Varne}-, agent, payroll !{i50,81 5.1:5




















Tarring for town of New Dnrliani 240.00
Mrs. Simonds, gravel I0.8O
Ethel Morrell, insnrance 218.00
Ossipee Oil Co. 42.:55
H. (\ Kiclver, siipi)lies 5.00
W'ynuin's Garage 1 2 1 . 1
1
K. C. Hazelton, snpplies i:{(».21
Keed's Oil Service, oil 70.14
State of N. H., tarvia 7:i.0O
Collector of internal i-evenne 240.20
.58,(i14.09
DETAIL 17. (iENEKAL EXPENSE OF HKJIIWAY
.1. Jones & Son $71.83
AVvnian's (iarage 267.48
N." H. Explosive Co. 72.07
Kav Road Eqnipineiit 132.41
F. J. Mc(h'atU .00
Keed's Oil Service 70.40
R. C. Hazelton Co. 511.01
Clarence Barnes, sand 107.20
Downing's Anto and Boat Co. .'{()0.07
Dyer Sales & Machine Co, 40.75
Ricker's Oarage 2(!.05
Harold Prime, erecting signs 14.82
]^:thel W. Jlorrell, insnrance 53.60
Arthnr Twonddy, painting signs 18.00
K. W. Ellis, niaterial and labor 22.05
Diamond Match Co., drain pipe 20.40
New England Metal Cnlvert Co. 152.50
Ossipee Oil Co. 41.93
P. M. Aver, insurance 68.00
iS;2.061.01
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DETAIL 20. OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
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DETAIL 25. PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
Nik-O-Lok Co. $115.23
F. J. McGrath, supplies 26.3S
Herbert D. Card, labor and supplies 9.90
Harold Priuie, labor 11.10
Dianu^ud Match Co. 4:.5U
Jose])li Conder, labor and supplies 2(>.85
AVbite Mountain Power Co. 23.98
AValdo AVillis, eare of public toilets,
supplies 191.00
Alton AVater AVorks <>3.48
P. M. Aver, insurance 37.50
DETAIL 2(>. INTEREST ON NOTES
AA'ater notes ij*(>(>0.50
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REPORT OF LIGHTING PRECINCT
December :J1, 1947
KECEIPTS
January 1, 1047, cash on hanrt |1,117.72
Keceived from town of Alton 2,7U'0.()O
|:],817.72
PAYMENTS
Paid AVliite Mountain Power Oo. ^2,G12.00
Chester AY. Littlefield, commissioner 5.00
Fredericlv Perkins, commissioner 5.00
Clayton Parker, commissioner 5.00
Harry B. Lang, clerk 5.00
(fladys I). Duncan, treasurer 5.00
Frank M. Ayer, moderator ;j.00






Disbursements from 1947 Income
I'aid Alton public library 109.30
Water department 10.43
Clarence A. Barnes 403.50
Flowers and urns 15.00
Repair and care of water pipes 10.00
Cleaning cemeterj' in spring 25.00
Franklin Field concert 85.00
The Farmington News, printing 8.50
Postage and telephone 1.39
Manchester Savings Bank 2.17
IG30.29
Trustees of Trust Funds of Alton, N. H.,
by Frank M. Ayer, Treasurer.
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REPORT OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Balance on hand at beginning of year fT.OO
Town appropriation 501.10
Income of Palmer fund 24.00
Income of 0. J. M. Oilman fnntl 45.80
Cash received from tines lO.OO
Other sonrces 5.07
Cash received from tlie Lewis 1*. Varnev
estate ' 275.00
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RECEIPTS
Cash on hand |7;09
Februai'y 19, cash received from E. T. Elder ' I AM
March 12, cash received from town treasurer lOO.OO
May 2, cash received from town treasurer lOU.OO
June 27, cash received from town treasurer lOO.OO
July 28, cash received from Mrs. Herman Barr 1.70
August ;{0, cash received from town treasurer 100.00
October 1, casli received from Mrs. Harry S<nnpsell 1.70
November 14, cash received from town I'reasurer 101.10
December 31, cash received from Palmer fund 24.00
December :31, cash received from
O. J. M. Oilman fund 4r).:{0
Decemlier 31, cash received from lines 10.00
.f592.50
Cash received from Le\^^s P. VarneA- estate













Number of bound volumes at beginning of year 6,823
Number of bound volumes added by purchase 189
Number of bound volumes given to the library 16
7,028
Number of bound volumes discarded 405
Total number of volumes on hand at end of year 6,623
Total number of magazines currentlv received 25
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SERVICE
Num'ber of volumes of non-fiction lent 757
!Nuinbei" of volumes of fiction lent 8,071
Number of magazines loaned 118
Number of non-fiction books borrowed from
the state libra rv GO
Total circulation for current year 9,G0()1
Number of new borrowers during the year 13'0
Number of active borrowers during the year 216
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
As your duly elected auditors, we have carefully
checked the accounts of the town treasurer, tax collec-
tor, precinct treasurer, trustees of trust funds, treasurer
of the water commissioners, library trustees and treas-
urer of the ligliting precinct along ^^^th the bank state-
ment of the several departments.
According to the best of our knowledge and be-
lief they are properly vouched and correctly cast and are
a time account of the business of the town for the year
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AYHITE PINE BLISTER RUST CONTROL
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
11)47 Town of Alton
Town funds expended |400.00
Cooperative funds expendetl l,(j92.l'0
Total 12,092.20
Area covered, 1,551 acres.
Currant and gooseberry bushes destroyed, 22,07fi.
FOREST FIRE PROBLEM SERIOUS
The year 1917 was one of the worst periods of
drought and forest tire occurrence in eastern United
States history. Lack of water ruined crops, lowei-ed wa-
ter levels and dried up brooks everywliere. Three
months of deficient rainfall and abnormally high tem-
peratures resulted in many tires which were mostlv well
controlled and kept within bounds. Only the high winds
beginning on October 2:)rd caused a few fires to escape
beyond immediate control. These few lires resulted in
burning some 15,000 acres and tiie loss of (>.'> or more
buildings in four New Hampshire towns.
All October tires were costly. They bui-ned deep-
ly in the ground and required day and night patrol of
large crews of men until the rains came late in October.
Towns which escaped from serious fires might easily
have been in the midst of the most serious conflagrations
we had.
(lovernor Dale closed tlie woods efll'ective at midnight
of Octol)er 15th. With the blow-u]) of October 2;*>rd, a
second proclamation closed all back roads and authorized
towns to inaugurate patrol. The effect of this was to
cut down subsecpient fires for the rest of the dry period.
Local fire warden forces performed an admirable
job to hold the more tlian 200 fires that occurred during
this October period. Many men were taxed to the ut-
most as the emergency continued. To them and all
those who did their woj-k, the i)eoi)le of New Hampshire
owe a debt of gratitude. The state forest liie control
agencv based on local town wardens and town crews
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wherever adequalely equipped rose to the occasion and
met the test in whatever town their services were needed.
It is now time to take stock everywhere of our
tire lighting- facilities for tlie season ahead and to make
them adequate where necessary. To this end town lire
plans and training programs for wardens, deputies and
other key men in each dislrict are being arranged or in
progress. If equipment and tools are insufficient i)roper-
ly to equip the available man power in each community
with the right tools for tlie job, they should be provided
for at once. The yearly addition of fire tools to tlie town
supply will generally need to be built up. The state
sells tools to tlie towns and shares one-half their cost.
Good equipment is important and can help greatly to
keep both damage and fire costs at a minimum.
For many years Ave have requested our wardens
not to issue burning permits except on rainy days. This
regulation will be in effect again this year as it is one of
the best means of assuring such fires from getting out of
control. Nine out of evei-y ten tires can be prevented, 98
per cent of all tires being due to human carelessness. Be
sure to get a permit for any tire in or near Avoodland
when the ground is free from snow. Be sure Aour fires
are always out before you leave them. Help us in get-
ting the* travelling public to keep from throwing out




Number of fires fi
Acreage burned ^fi
Number of fire permits issued <•()
HAROLD E. PRIME,
Forest Fire Warden.






FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR ENDING JUNE THIRTIETH
1947
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(b) Report of the Superintendent
As I prepare my annual report, I remind myself^
as I should like to remind you, that this is a report of
YOUR public schools, a vital part of our way of life.
They must be maintained at a high level of operation
and efficiency if we are to province tlie educated, intelli-
gent electorate so essential to tlie preservation of our
democracy. The fact that our area is typical of 80% of
our countrj^ should show us lliat we cannot relax and
rely on the large centers of po]>uhition to produce our
future leadership.
1. Problems and Conditions General to the Union
Teacliers
:
Acquiring and maintaining a superior faculty con-
tinues to be tlie most pressing problem. At no time this
3'ear have all of the children in this I'nion been under
the direction of regularly assigned teachers. Some stu-
dents have had as many as four different teachers.
Twenty-seven new teachers of lifly-tive in the Union were
needed for the o]!eniug of schools this past fall. Six ad-
ditional vacancies have occurred during the school year.
Three additional teachers were required to meet in-
creased eni-ollments.
Despite the fact that the average district in this
T^nion raised its teachers an average of four hundred dol-
lars over a 3'ear ago, several very fine teachers were lost
to schools, both in and out of New Hampshire, paying^
four to six hundred dollars more than was offered in
this ai-ea. The continued inflationar}' trend has tended
to offset this increase which seeuied such a forward step
a year ago.
The shortage of teachers continues. New Hamp-
shire institutions will graduate 1(57 teachers in June and,
at this time, 197 vacancies are known. Fortunately,
teachers do not seek salaries alone. With your help in
]>roviding adeipuite housing facilities, in making teach-
ers feel that they are welcome mendsers of the communi-
ty, and by supplying them with equipment and ])leasant
places in which to work, we have been able to secure for
your children a line corps of teachers. Mothers' Clubs
have heli)ed materially. Interested parents mean a great
deal to any teacher. In several cases, former teachers
have returned to help keep your schools operating. It is
to be hoi>ed that this ffne group of teachers can be re-
tained for another \e;ir.
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Buildings:
During the past A'ear all districts have made some
strides in repairing and painting l)nildings neglected
during the war years. In two districts all class-rooms
were redecorated. Some floors were re-surfaced. New
heating units Mere installe<l in two schools. Two dis-
tricts provided additional space. Four districts began
to replace poor lighting and one other district is prepared
to start its program this year.
School Lunches
:
Five of the six districts in this Union have Hot
Lunch Programs in operation. In one district this was
made i)ossil)le through the ^Mothers' Clubs soliciting six
hundred dollars for permanent equipment.
Text Books
:
Text books, worn and out-dated, since they could
not be replaced (hiring the war 3'ears, are rapidly being
discarded as new text books can be selected and secured.
Transj>oi'tati<>n
:
While transportation is being provided for all chil-
di-en legally entitled to receive it, onh' one new vehicle
was secured during the entire 3'ear. However, of the
twenty-eight vehicles oi)erating, onh^ two can be consid-
ered to be substandard, and both of these are operating
on routes over wliich it would be impractical to place




School boards must continue to be provided with
adequate funds to attract qualitied and capable teachers
if instructional standards are to be kept high.
Barents and interested citizens must continue to
press for state and federal legislation in behalf of the
schools.
Desirable living quarters must continue to be made
available to teachers.
Minor repairs must continue to be made to restore
long neglected buildings to protect the buildings, as well
as the health and safety of the children.
Ti-ansportation facilities should be improved when
equipment becomes available.
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2. Our Local Situation
Teachers
:
Willi the additional funds provided, it was pos-
sible to secure a splendid corps of teachers for your
children.
The generous help of citizens in making livinj;'
quarters available was no small factor in obtaining sev-
eral teachers.
The friendly cooperation of parents and citizens
has helped encourage 3"0ur teachers to do their best.
Buildinos
:
All of the rooms and halhvaAS of your buildino;
were painted in new i)astel shades. The new oil burner
has been installed. The Bay school, having been moved
to the central location, will make available better facili-
ties for the first and second grades next fall, and pro-
vide other facilities for the upper grades.
Instruction
:
Improved techniques of teaching have been under
study by all teachers, and those deemed desirable are
being adopted. Two of your teachers attended summer
school. Additional instruction in ])hysical education
and shop should be made available.
To the school board, parents, interested citizens,
the headmaster and teachers, I should like to express my
appreciation for their cooperation and encouragement.
PAUT U. INSTRUCTION
(a) Teachers
As -of February 1, 104S
Teacher Enroll-
Position ment
George N. Hurley Headmaster, English, Social
Studies and Coach n:'.
Mar-y Fisk Math and Science
Agnes Thompson I^inguages
Eleanor Hayes Home Economics & History
James Armstrong (Jrades 7 & S and Coach 40
Josephine Wheeler (Jrades 5 & (> i'S
Elizabeth Parker Grades ;} & 4 :I0
Zelma Guy (Jrades 1 & 2 •'*>:}
194
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PART m. FINANCE
(a) Annual Report of the District Treasurer
For the Fiscal Year Ending June .'}0, 1947
Oash on hand June 80, 194G
(Treasnrer's hank balance) .fl,594.43
Received from selectmen
:





Eeceived from all other sources 1,387.01)
129,089.19
Total amount available for the tiscal year
(Balance and receipts) ' .f81,28^i.02
liess sdiool board orders paid '31,232.19
Balance on liand as of June 30, 1947 '-
(Treasurer's bank balance) f51.43




This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other tinancial records
of the treasurer of the school district of Alton, N. H., of
wliich the above is a true summai'}' for the fiscal year




July 10, 1947. Auditors.
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(b) Financial Report of the School Board







Sup]>ort of schools, tuition, salaries,
debt and interest from
selectmen 27,128.00
Special appropriations, Article 0,
school warrant 350.00
From sources other than taxation:
Dog licenses ,'>r)7.0S
Elementary school tuitions 1,010.00
Receipts for school lunches :{04.S5
Other receipts 10.15
Total receipts from all sources 120,089.11)
Oash on hand at beginninii of vear,
July 1, 1040 ^ ' 1,594.4a
(Jrand total 131,283.62
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BALANCE SHEET




Balance Jnne ?,{), 1047 .151.43
Total assets .'S?51.4a
Excess of liabilities over assets 121.10
(irand total 1172.53
LIABILITIES
Accounts owed by district:
Retirenient fund tax |172.53
Total liabilities fl72.5H
Excess of assets over liabilities 0.00
Urand total $172.53
AUDITORS' CEKTI PICATI]
This is to certify that we have examined the books
and other tinancial records of the schot)l board of Alton,
N. H., of which this is a true snnnnary for the tiscal




Julv IS. 1047. Auditors.
(c) Return of District Revenue, 1947
Support of schools
:








Salaries of district officers .1|?2:32.00
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Truant officer and school census 35.00
Superintendent's excess salary 532.00
|2 per capita tax for supervision 350.00
Other obligations imposed Iw law






Total amount of school board's
budget and si)ecial
appropriations made by district |37,497.3(»
Deduction for estimated income of
district from sources other
than current taxation 3,013.36
Amount to be raised by taxation for
budget and appropriations .|34:,481:.0'0
CERTIFICATES
T certify that the above is a correct statement of
the obligations authorized, and the amounts to be as-
sessed to meet stiitutoiy requirements and appropria-
tions made at the annual meeting of the Alton school
district held July 10, 1947.
LOIS I. ALDEN,
July 10, 1947. Clerk of the School District.
To the State Board of Education
:
I certifi^ that the above is a correct statement of
the financial proceedings of the district for 1947, and
that copies of this statement have been filed with the
chairman of the board of selectmen and entered in the
records of the school board.
LEON T. DODGE,
Julj'^ 10, 1947. Chaimian of the School Board.
(This rejiort covers monies raised for the school
year, 1947-48.)
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(d) School Board's Estimate for 1948-49
School Board's statement of aiiuniuts required to
support pid)lic schools and meet other statutory obliga-
tions of the district for the fiscal year beginning July 1,.
1948.





Teachers' salaries S?l 0,000.00 .|ll,000.0O
Text boolcs aOO.OO 400.00
Scholars' supplies 40t).0() 500.00
Flags and ai)purtenances r).00 5.00 .
(^)ther expenses of
instruction 200.00 150.00






Health supervision 270.00 5;'.0.(M)
Transportation of pupils ;550.0O 7,f>50.00




Salaries of d'istrict ofticers ^1^232.00
Truant officer and school census :)5.00
Superintendent's excess salary fiOO.OO
Per capita tax :U(;.00
Other obligations:
Expenses of administration 550.00
Insurance 275. (M)
State retirement, teachers' 1,050.00
•136,800.00
1:3,088.00
Total amount required to meet
school board's budget |39,948.00
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ESTIMATED INCOME OF DISTRICT
I>og- tax 1200.00
State aid for year 2,0:U.4r)
High school tuition receii)ts 1,000.00
Elementary tuition receipts 200.00
Deduct total estimated income .$3,434.45
Assessment required to balance




Total assessment required to cover
1350.00
budget and approjtriation 130,8(53.55
PART IV. CHILI) ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICS
(a) Statistics for the Year Ending- June 30, 1947
^, , ,
High Elem. Total
]\ umber of pupils
registei-ed r,0 133 i89
Average number of half-days
schools were in session " 348 34G 347
Average membership
. 40.91 118.08 164.99
Average attendance 45.04 lll.O 150.(U
Aggregate ha If-days
attendance ' 15075 38030 54305
Per cent of attendance 90.01 94.62 95.31
Pupils not absent nor tardy 3 1 4
Cases of tardinesses ' 31 105 136
Average number of tardinesses
per pupil 1.87 1.58 1.72
Non-resident pupils 7 5 ]2
Pupils transported at
district expense 16 60 7(5
Visits by superintendent 76 25 101
Average visits by superin-
tendent per teacher 12.62
Visits by citizens 323 199 522
Visits by school boai-d
members 2 ^
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(b) Census, September 30, 1847
Knmber of resident children 5 to ](} in
local schools 171
Nnmber of children 5 to 1(5 in high
school ontside of district 3
Number of children 5 to 10 in
elementary schools ontside
the district -
Total nnmber 5 to IG in some school 17G
Number 5 to 8 not in school G
Number 8 to 14 not in school
Nnmber 14 to IG not in school
Total nnmber 5 to IG not in school 6
Total number of resident children 5 to IG 182
PART V. AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES and SPECIAL REPORTS
(a) Report of the Headmaster, George Hurley
The Alton school opened for regular sessions on
Mondaj", September 8, 194:7, at 8.30 a. m.
Current enrollment figures are as follows:
Elementary grades lOl'






From New Durham 1
Our enrollment ligures show an increase of 38
pupils over last year's totals.
On June 12, 1947 ten pupils were graduated fnnn





ITnited States Army 1
Because of the crowded condition of the primary
room, it was deemed advisable to move the old Bay
schoolhouse from its location on the Bay road to its new
site adjoining the Central school building. This added
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unit will, when completed afford ample room and facili-
ties for tlie pupils of tJrades l-l*. It is planned to nse
the old primary room as a visual education laboratory
and typing- room unless further crowding of the grade's
makes this imi)os8ihle. At present, our 1y]>ing class,
which nund)eis eight pupils, finds it necessarV to use the
hall for their class activities.
Additions to the teaching stalf for the current
^school year are: Mrs. Thelma (<uy, (Jrades 1-2; Mrs.
Josei)hine AVheeler, (Jrades ."i-O ; Mr. James Armstrong,
(Jrades 7-8 and coach; ^Miss Mary Fisk, high school and
coach.
We were fortunate in retaining the services of
Mrs. Elizabeth Parker, Grades 84; mTss Agnes Thonnp-
.son of the language department; and Mrs. Eleanor Hayes
of the Home Econouucs department.
Tlie school ]>lant benelited greatly by the interior
painting project which was accomplished last summer.
Several colors and sliades were adopted and the result-
ing eti'ect has contrilmted to a home-like, rather than an
institutional atmos])here throughout the building.
The recent installation of an oil-heating system
in place of the old coal burning apparatus has also'made
the school building a more comfortable and healthful
place in which to work. Our new custodian, Mr. Kali>h
Stevens has sluswii commendable spirit and industry in
the efticient maintainance of the entire plant.
We have retained the services of Dr. Arthur Ap-
pleyard as school physician, and, with the aid of his as-
sistant. Miss Kuth Langille, school nurse, he has con-
tinued and increased the medical program of the school,
Eveiy child is now assure<l of an et^cient medical exam-
ination annually.
The visual aid system has been gradually de-
veloped as an integrated part of the school's educational
and social program. Our school motion picture project-
or remains in excellent condition and is an invaluable
aid in the modern process of Visrial lOducation.
On January 5, our hot lunch program swung into
schedule and, under the supervision of Mrs. Hayes, the
Foods class has prepared excellent meals daily. After
a comi>rehensive surve}- of the food prices in local mar-
kets, it was decided to retain the ten cent charge per
mej(l to the individual student. This low price Is ])0s-
sible because of state and federal aid. We are still serv-
ing "Tyi)e A, with milk" lunches.
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The 13tli annual winter carnival ball was held on
Fehrnary (i. The election of the queen by popular vote
and secret ballot aj^ain seemed to be a fair and honest
nielhod for this carnival activity and took place through-
out the week ]ireceding; coronation. On Saturday^
lM)ruary 7, the winter s])orts events were held and again
the Alton pupils showed tlieir good form and general
adaptability for these popular outdoor activities.
The l:^tudeut Council has been unusuall}^ active
during the current session and approved the adoption of
touch-football as a fall sport for boys. This activity, un-
der the capable coaching of Mr. Armstrong, became very
])0])ular and eventually resulted in a compb^tely success-
ful season for the team. Tlie purchase of new basketball
uniforms for both boys' and girls' stpuuls, and new base-
ball uniforms for the boys was also approve<l and i>aid
for througb the etforts and activities of all classes and
athletic teams as well as Miss Thompson's very success-
ful carnival publicity campaign.
I wish to take this opportunity to express nu' sin-
cere appreciation for the splendid cooperation of par-
ents, teachers, pupils and school authorities which has
made it possible to maintain a well-balanced organiza-
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(b) Report of School Health Work
To the Townspeople, School Board, and Superintendent
of Scliools
:
No ver}' serious epidemics were reverted in Alton,
(hie polio case caused a great deal of anxiety nntil the
incubation period was u^) and it was found no other
cases de\'eloped.
Physical examinations by Dr. Appleyard of all pu-
pils was a new program. He was able to diagnose more
of the serious conditions with authority. He was most
cooperative with all community plans for improved
health conditions.
T. B. educational tilms were shoAvn at intervals
during the winter months in preparation for a Tuber-
cular Patch test in May when Kit) were tested, including
all teachers and the janitor. There were 15 reactors, of
which i;> were X-rayed (the other two will be done la-
ter). No active cases were found but several were
shown to be early healed infections, or arrested primary
complex cases. All were followed up.
A toxoid immunization program was carried on
by the State Board or Health Nurse in cooperation with
tiie school nurse. Eighteen were innoculated the first
time and 22 the second time—the four extra being "boost-
er shot's". It is planned to do Schick tests in two
sample grades to determine how many are actually im-
mune from diphtheria following this toxoid program, in
order to determine how nunn' booster shots should be
necessary in the future.
All pupils were tested with the audiometer. Only
one case, already known because of almost total deaf-
ness, was found to require sjiecial work. A hearing aid
was fitted to stimulate any latent hearing, and lip read-
ing was continued throughout the year. This child was
finally transferred to the Rochester school system and
the Rochester officials advised of the program in progress
for this child.
In May, a Preschool Roundup was conducted in
cooperation with the State Board of Health program, in
which most of the entering children were introduced to
the school program and given thorough physical examin-
ations by Dr. Appleyard so that defects might be cor-
rected before entering school.
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All emergency cases or serious illnesses were re-
ferred to parents who autliori/ed medical attention by a
physician where needed. These were followed up.

























RUTH S. LAN(ULLE. K. N.
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(c) Report of School Health Work
Dr. Arthur E. Appleyard, M, D.
It is onr desire to examine each student complete-
ly, including the routine examination and a more
tliorough orthopedic examination. This doas not meiin
to include an}^ laboratory work. Parents will be notiliefl
as to the further attention that each student needs and
it is hoped that any recommendation will be taken up
with their family physician. Also, parents are to be
notified that each student was found in good health, as
.such cases warrant.
^^'e are going to try to do Schick tests on all pu-
pils of the tirst and sixth grades so as to determine each
individual need of booster shots, so called, of Diphtheria
Toxoid before the Diphtheria Clinic in the spring. We
hope to have full cooperation from all parents in this
new undertaking. If it proves successful, we shall per-
fonu the Schick test annually.
Last year, we were fortunate to have the Tubercu-
lar Association do the Patch test on the nmjority of
.students and a chest X-ray on those that had a positive
reaction. It is ho])ed that this will be a routine at the
intervals set by the Association.
In closing, may I say that as a group the studentH
of Alton high and grammar schools are in better than
average health. The largest defects are in the teeth and
tonsils of the pupils of the lower grades.
I wish to thank the school committee; Mr. Hollo-
way, superintendent; ^Ir. Hurley, headmaster; Miss
Langille, school nurse; and the teachers for their splen-
did cooperation and assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR E. APPLEYARD, M. D.,
School Physician.
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PART VI. SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1948-49
3948
September 8—Principals' meeting.
September 9—Registration of new pni)ils.
September 10-] 1—Teachers' meetings.
September 13—Classes begin,
November 11—Armistice day—Schools closed.
]S"ovember 25—Schools close at 1 p. m.
jS^ovember 26—Thanksgiving recess—Schools closed.




Febrnary 21-22—Washington's birlhday week-end
—
Schools closed.
April 8—Schools close for spring vacation at ."j.SO p. m.
April 18—Schools reopen.
May 30—Memorial day—Schools closed.
June 17—Schools close for summer vacation.
(Days lost on account of bad weather will be made















PART VIL DEPINITION OF OFFICIAL BALLOT
The official ballot of tlie 1918 school district meet-
ing shall be white paper li/o Iw 4 inches in size.
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PART Vni. WARRANT FOR SCfHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the school district in the town of
Alton, N. H., qnalitied to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the town hall in said
district on the 1:5th day of March, ]04>!, at l.:iO
o'clock in the afternoon to act npon the following-
subjects :
Article 1. To choose a moderator for the coming year.
Article 2. To choose a clerk for the ensuing year.'
Article o. To choose a member of the school board for
the ensuing three years.
Article tt. To choose a treasurer for the ensuing year.
Article 5. To determine and appoint the salaries of
the school board and truant officer, and fix the
compensation of any other officers or agents of the
district.
Article 6. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, com-
mittees, or officers heretofore chosen, and pass any
vote relating thei'eto.
Article 7. To choose agents, auditors and committees
in relation to any subject embraced in this war-
rant.
Article 8. To see if the district will vote to make any
alteration in the amount of mone}' required to be
assessed for the ensuing year for the support of
public schools and the i)ayment of the statutory
obligations of the district, as determined by the
school board in its annual report.
Article 9. To see if the district will vote to raise and
ap])ropriate the sum of three hundred and fifty
dollars (|:*)50) for the purchase of new equipment.
Article 10. To see if the district will vote to authorize
the school board to sell the small shed formerly
attached to the Bay school, and now no longer of
any value to the school district.
Article 11. To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Oiven under our hand at said Alton, N. H., this f^'en-
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AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR FIRE LIMITS,
AND THE CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT
OF BUILDINGS IN THE
TOWN OF ALTON
These ordinances to be affective after February 1, 1948.
Be it ordained by the Fire Wards of the Town of Alton
as follows:
Section 1. Scope. No building or structure shall
hereafter be constructed, altered, repaired, or removed, nor
shall the equipment of a building, structure or premises ibe
constructed, installed, altered, repaired or removed, except in
conformity with the provisions of this ordinance.
Seiction 2. Permits and Inspections. No building or
structure shall hereafter be 'built, enlarged, altered or moved
without a permit from the building ofllcial, who may require
a plan of the proposed work, together with a statement of t'he
materials to be used.
The building official shall inspect all buildings or strU'C-
tures during construction to see that the provisions of law
are complied with and that construction is prosecuted safely.
Whenever in his opinion, by reason of defective or illegal
work in violation of a provision of this ordinance, the contin-
uance of a building operation is contrary to public welfare,
he may order all further work to be stopped and may require
suspension of work until the condition in violation has been
remedied.
The live-load for which each floor, or part of a floor, of
a new or existing business building or storage ibuilding is
designed and approved shall be ^conspicuously post-ed in that
part of the story to which it applies.
Section 3. Fire limits. The following shall be and
are hereby declared to be the fire limits: The Township of
Alton.
Section 4. Limitations with Fire Limits. Within the
fire limit's no building or structure of frame construction or
of unprotected metal construction shall he hereafter extended
on any side unless the construction of such extension con-
forms to the requirements of this ordinance for new construc-
tion; and provided that the area of the building as extended
sliall not exceed the allowable area for frame construction.
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No building of frame construction or unprotected metal
construction shall hereafter be moved from without to within
l-he fire limits.
No building or structure of frame construction or of
unprotected metal construction or which has a wooden cor-
nice, shall be erected hereafter in the fire limits, except the
following:
Frame dwellings not exceeding two stories in height*
and separated by at least five feet from lot line of adjoining
property.
All-metal gasoline service stations or similar struc-
tures not exceeding one thousand square feet in area, not
more than one story in height, and located at least ten feet
from lot lines.
A building of frame construction or of unprotected
metal construction occupied exclusively as a private garage
or stable, not more than one story in 'height nor more than
seven hundred and fifty square feet in area, located on the
same lot with a dwelling; provided that such building shall
be placed at least three d'eet' from the lot line.
Outhouses not more than eight feet in height nor more
than one hundred square feet in area.
Greenhouses not more than fifteen feet in height
erected on the same lot with and accessory to a dwelling or a
store.
Sheds open on the long side, not more than fifteen feet
in height nor more than five hundred square feet in area.
Builders' shanties for use only in connection with a
duly authorized building operation and located on the same
lot with such building operation, on a lot immediately ad-
joining, on an upper floor of the building under construction,
or on a sidewalk shed.
Piazzas or balconies on dwellings, not exceeding ten
feet in width nor extending more than three feet above the
second story beams; provided that no such structure shall ex-
tend beyond a point within three feet of a lot line or be joined
to a similar structure of another building.
Coal tipples, ice houses, material bins, trestles and
water tanks, when built of planking and timbers of the di-
mensions usual for heavy timber construction.
Fences not exceeding ten feet in heiglit.
Cooling towers not in excesis of two liundred and fifty
square feet in base area and fifteen feet in height.
Section 5. Removal or Repair of Unsafe Building. A
building or structure that may be or shall at any time
hereafter become dangerous or unsafe, shall, unless made safe
and secure, be taken down and removed.
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A building or structure declared unsafe by duly con-
ritifuted authority may be restored to safe condition; pro-
vided that if the damage or cost of reconstruction or restora-
tion is in excess of fifty per cent of the value of the building
or structure exclusive of foundations, such building, or struc-
ture, if recons'tTucted or restored, shall be made to conform
with respect to materials and type of construction, to the re-
quirements for buildings and structures hereafter erected;
but no change of use or occupancy shall be compelled by rea-
son of such reconstruction or restoration.
Section 6. Limits of Area. The permitted floor area
for fireproof construction and semi-iproof construction shall be
unlimited, except ais restricted because of combustible occu-
pancy. Heavy timber construction shall not' exceed six thou-
sand five hundred square feet for buildings fronting on one
street, nor eight thousand square feet for buildings fronting
on two streets, nor ten thousand square feet for buildings
fronting on t'hree or more streets. For ordinary construction,
and for light non-combUiSlible ^construction, the area of one-
story buildings shall not exceed six thousand square feet if
fronting on one street, seven thousand five hundred square
feet if fronting on two street's, nine thousand square feet if
fronting on three streets and ten thousand five hundred square
feet O'f fronting on four streets; the permitted areas for build-
ings exceeding one-st'ory shall not exceed five thounsand, six
thousand, seven thousand five hundred, and nine thousand
square feet, when ifronting on one, two. three and four streets,
respectively. For frame construction the area of 'buildings
shall not exceed five thousand square feet.
Except as otherwise provided, the limiting areas fixed
in this section may be increased by one 'hundred per cent
when the building is sprinklered. and by two hundred per
cent when the building is sprinklered and does not exceed one
story nor an average of twenty-five feet in height to the roof,
or to a fire retardant ceiling through which there shall be
no openings unless they open into S'hafts or ducts to the roof,
the enclosing walls of which have the same construction as
the ceiling.
Outside the congested areas of the city, when a 'hazard-
ous condition is not created thereby, the area of a public
building, a business building or a storage building, not over
two stories high, may be increased in excess of the areas fixed
by this section, in the discretion of a board consisting of the
chief executive of the municipality, the building oflicial and
the chief of the fire depart-ment; provided that a building of
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com'bustible 0'Cicuipan.cy, or involving considerable combustible
material in its structural parts, shall be aprinklered, and also
curtain boards or draft stops shall be installed as required by
the building official.
Section 7. Means of Egress. "Exit way" means the
exit doorway or doorways, or such doorways together with
connecting hallways, passageways or stairways, through
which persons may pass safely from a room or space to a
street or to an open sipace which provides safe access to a,
street. Exit ways from any room may, lead through other
rooms of the same tenancy. "Exit doorway" means the door-
way or other opening through which persons may pass in us-
ing an exit way. "Floor area" means a floor space enclosed
by exterior walls, fire walls, or fire partitions, or by a com-
bination of them.
Every room having an area exceeding one thousand
square feet or occupied by more than one hundred persons
shall have at least two exit doorways. Every story shall
have at least one exit way and every story t'hat exceeds two
thousand five hundred square feet in area shall have at least
two separate and independent exit ways.
Exit doorways shall l)e so located that no point in a
floor area, room or apace served by them is more t'han one
hundred feet distant from an exit doorway, measured along
the line of travel; except that when a floor area is su'bdivided
into smaller areas, such as rooms in hotels and office buildings,
the distance from the door oi any room, along an unobstructed
hallway, to an exit doorway, shall not be more than one hun-
dred and twenty-five feet. Exit doorways shall be located
with proper regard to safety of the occupants and ease of exit.
The minimum unobstructed width of a stairway serv-
ing as a required exit shall be not less than forty-four inches;
provided that in dwellings, multifamily houses and storage
buildings, and in other buildings occupied by a single tenant
and limited in occupancy to forty persons, such width may
ibe thirty-six inches. The width of the stairs shall be meas-
ured between hand rails except where hand rails project not
more than three and one-half inches into such width.
The aggregate width of exit stairways in any story,
except in places of assembly, shall be such that they may ac-
commodate at one time the total number of persons permitted
to occupy the largest floor area served by sucih stairways
above that story, on the basis of one person for each three
square feet of floor surface of the halls, landings and stair
treads within the stairways; provided that, v.^hen the build-
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ing is sprinklered or horizontal exits are .provided, the re-
quired aggregate exit caipaeity may be appropriately reduced.
In places of assembly such aggregate width shall be not
less than at the rate of twenty-two inches for every one hun-
dred persons to be accommodated by such stairways.
Stair treads shall be not less than nine and one-half
inches wide, and the risers not more than seven and three-
quarter inches high; provided that in schools the proportion
and dimensions of the treads and risers may, in the discretion
of the building official, be adjusted to suit the age of the pu-
pils for which the school is intended. The use of winders is
prohibited in required stairways.
Except in residence buildings doorways serving as re-
quired exits to a street or to a court or open space communi-
cating with a street, shall have the doors, including the doors
of vestibules, so hung as to swing outwards when opening.
In multifamily houses exceeding two -stories above the
basement and in every two-story multifamily house having
more than six apartments using a common exit way, every
apartment that has not direct exit to a street or to a court
oipening on a street, ishall have access to at least one addition-
al exit way separated from and independent of the primary
interior stairway or fire tower. Access to the separate and
independent exit ways may be through the same corridor or
hallway; provided that such corridor or hallway is enclosed
by and separated from exit stairways and other parts of the
building by partitions having a fire-resistance rating of not
less than one hour.
Section 8. Walls. The thickness of masonry bearing
walls, other than fire walls and party walls and as otherwise
provided in this section, shall be not less tlhan twelve inches
for the uppermost thirty-five feet of their Iheight, and shall
increase four inches in thickness for each successive thirty-
five feet or fraction thereof measured downward from the top
of the wall. Non-bearing walls may be four inches thinner
than bearing walls, but shall 'be twelve inches thick :for the
uppermost fifty feet.
Hollow walls, cavity walls or walls of hollow block
shall not be used as bearing walls in -buildings or sti-uctures
e.xceeding forty feet in height.
Fire walls for business and storage buildings, exceed-
ing twenty feet in height, shall be four inches thicker than
the above requirements for bearing walls. Fire walls and
party walls shall be of solid brick masonry or reinforced -con-
crete.
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The thickness of reinforced concrete bearing walls
shall be not less t'han six inches for the uppermost fifteen feet,
and shall increase one inch for each successive twenty-five
feet.
In dwellings, walls, including iparty walls but not in-
cluding rubble stone walls, may be eight inches thick, when
such walls are not more than thirty feet in height nor more
than fifty feet in length between cross walls or adequate but-
tresses; provided that in a gable wall of a dwelling the por-
tion of such wall within five feet of the peak need not be
considered in fixing the height of such wall.
Nonbearing walls &up,ported by girders at each story
may be eight inches thick if of masonry and five inches t*hick
if of reinforced iconcrete.
Walls of business buildings and storage buildings, other
than fire walls or party walls, if not more than one story
high, may be eight inches thick; provided they are reinforced
at intervals, not exceeding twenty feef, by cross walls, piers
or buttresses.
Outside of the fire limits approved masonry walls, eight
inches thick, may be used for buildings not exceeding thirty
feet nor two stories in height', the walls of which, under this
ordinance, could be of frame construction; provided they do
not exceed fifty feet in length between cross walls, piers or
buttresses.
Parapets shall be provided on all fire walls, party
walls, and exterior walls of masonry or reinforced concrete,
where such walls connect wit'h roofs other than roofs of fire-
proof or semi-fireproof construction; provided that a paraipet
shall not be required for a wall faicing on a street .having a
width of fifty feet or more, nor on the adjoining wall of a
building the roof of which is three feet lower than the roof of
any opening in the side wall of the building adjoining or ad-
jacent to such wall, nor on the walls of a detached dwelling
or of a building not exceeding one thousand square feet in
area, nor on the walls of a building which is fifty feet or more
distant in all directions from other buildings, nor on the walls
of a building where the roof has an angle of more than twen-
ty degrees with the horizontal. In dwellings and in build-
ings in which eight-inch thick walls are permitted, siuch para-
pets .Eihall be not less than eight inches thick and carried at
least two feet a^bove the roof. In all other buildings such
parapets shall not be less than t-welve inches thick, and car-
ried not less than three feet above the roof.
Section 9. Masonry Construction. All masonry shall
be protected against freezing for at least forty-eight hours af-
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ter being placed. Unless adequate precautions against freez-
ing are taken, no masonry shall be built when the tempera-
ture is below thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit on a rising tem-
perature or below forty degrees on a falling temperature, at
the point where the work is in progress. No frozen maferi-
als shall be built upon.
Except when carried independently by girders at each
floor, no wall shall be built up more than twenty-five feet in
height in advance of other walls of the building.
Masonry walls that meet or infersect shall be adequate-
ly bonded or anchored. Piers having less than four square
feet of cross-sectional area when located at an intersection
with a wall shall 'be bonded into and built as part of that wall.
Every masonry pier supporting a girder, arch or
column, or a lintel carrying a wall over an opening of more
fhan ten feet in span shall be built of approved masonry;
provided that isolated piers or posts on the interior of build-
ings shall not be built of stone; and provided further that
isolated piers shall not be built of hollow block masonry in
buildings of fireproof construction, semi-fireproof construc-
tion, or heavy timber constraction.
The .unsupported height of ipiers shall not exceed in
height ten times their least dimension. Structural clay tile
or hollow concrete masonry units shall not be used for iso-
lated piers to support beams and girders unless solidly filled
with concrete, but no increase in loading shall be permitted
because of such filling.
Etoor and window openings in walls sball be spanned
by well-buttressed arches, or by lintels having bearings pro-
portioned to their loads but not less than four inches.
No masonry, except for interior partitions, shall ibe
supported on wooden girders or other form of wood construc-
tion.
No timber, except nailing blocks not exceeding an or-
dinary brick in .size, shall be placed in masonry walls; pro-
vided that in buildings of ordinary construction, timber lin-
tels may be placed over openings, on the inside of the wall,
resting at each end not more than two inches on the wall and
chamfered or cut to serve as centres for masonry arches; pro-
vided further t'hat this shall not preclude the use, on exterior
walls, for decorative purposes only, of timber members against
the masonry, or set into the masonry where the wall exceeds
eight inches in thickness.
During erection, walls shall be adequately braced and
arches temporarily sup,ported.
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In solid brick walls every sixth course shall be bonded
into the backing in a subst'antial manner.
Section 10. Concrete Contstruction. Concrete for re-
inforced concrete shall consist of one part Portland icement
and not more than six parts aggregate, by volume measured
dry, and not more than seven and one-half .gallons of water
per sack, ninet-y-four pounds of cement. The aggregate sihall
be mixed in an approximate ratio of two parts fine aggregate
and four parts coarse aggregate. This requirement applies
under ordinary conditions and does not preclude the use of
other mixtures when duly authorized.
The "Building Regulations for Reinforced Concrete"
as adopted by the American Concrete Institute shall consti-
tute the accepted good practice in reinforced iconcrete con-
struction.
Section 11. Elevator, Stairway, and other Shafts. In
buildings other than dwellings all interior stairways, includ-
ing escalators, connecting two or more stories, whether re-
quired as exits or not, shall be enclosed; provided that an
enclosure shall not be required for a flight of stairs in a build-
ing of fireproof eonstruction, semi-fireiproof comstruct'ion or a
sprinklered building of ordinary construction or light non-
combustible construction, when such stairs connect only one
story with one other story immediately above or below it.
The enclosure shall be by fire partitions and shall in-
clude hallways connecting to the doorway leading to the out-
side, in every building exceeding thirty feet to the floor of the
topmoisit story or occupied by more than forty persons above
or below the first story above grade and in multifamily houses
more than two stories high. The enclosure in all other
buildings, except dwellings, shall be partitions having a fire-
resistance rating of not less than one hour, but in buildings of
fiieproof construction and isemi-fireproof construction the
partitions shall be noncombustible.
No openings except the necessary doorways, shall be
permitted in a stair enclosure. Such doorway shall be
equipped with approved self-closing fire doors, except that
when two-hour partitions are not required for the enclosure,
substantial self-closing metal or metal ^covered doors or wood-
en doors of the flush type of nominal thickness of one and
three-eights inches may be used. This shall not, however,
prohibit windows openings to the exterior of the 'building.
Basement or cellar stairways located under stairways
from upper sl'ories shall be comipletely enclosed iby construc-
tion with a fire-resistance rating equal to the required en-
closure above the basement.
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Every series of openings through two or more siucces-
sive floors, or floors and roof, hereafter constructed in a build-
ing, s'hall be enclosed in shafts which shall have fire-resist-
ance ratings of not less than two hours noncombustible; ex-
cept that shafts in residence buildings may be a form of con-
struction that has a fire-resistance rating of not less than
one hour. The above shall include all shaftways used for
ventilation, light, elevator or other purpose, except stairways,
ducts, escalators, incinerator ohiutes and flues, shaftways in
buildings of frame construction, and shaftways in residence
buildings of ordinary construction extending from the ceiling
of the top story to and above the roof.
(Note: For acceptable forms of construc-
tion as one-hour and two-hour partitions,
see Appendix A, 1943 edition, National
Board Building Code.)
Shafts shall have no openings other than such as are
necessary for the purpose of the shaftway. Such openings
shall be protected with approved fire doors, approved fire shut-
ters or approved fire windows.
Every shaft extending above the roof, except open
shafts shall be covered at the top with a skylight of at least
three-fourths of the area of the shaft in the top story and
glazed with plain glass one-eighvh inch in thickness; provided
that the skylight herein required may be replaced 'by a win-
dow of plain glass of equivalent area in the side of the shaft
if the sill of such window is not less than two feet lalbove
roof and the window does not face a lot line within :ten feet.
A shaft that does not extend through the roof shall
have the top enclosed with a form of construction equal to
the requirements of the walls of the shaft in fire-resistance
rating.
In every existing building each shaft shall be enclosed
as prescribed in this code or the openings in each floor shall
be protected by substantial guards or gates and shall be pro-
vided with approved trap dooi-s. Such trap doors shall be
constructed to form a substantial floor surface when closed;
if there is an elevator they shall be arranged to open and
close by the action of the elevator in ascending or descending.
Guards or gates, and trap doors required by this section snail
be kept closed at all times, when the shaftway is not in actu-
al use.
Section 12. Roof Covering. Every roof hereafter
placed on a building shall be covered with an approved roof-
ing of brick, concrete, tile, slate, metal, asbestos, prepared as-
phalt asbestos-felt shingles, or of 'build-up roofing finished
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with asphalt', slag or gravel, or other apiproved material. Ex-
cept where rooifing is of a character permitting attachment
direct to steel frame work, it shall be apiplied to a solid or
closely fitted deck.
Roofings which are classified as Class A or B under the
test specifications of Undeinvriters' Laboratories, Inc., shall be
accepted as meeting the requirements of this section.
For buildings which are occupied as dwellings, for
buildings which are of frame construction, or, outside the
fire limits, for other buildings which do not exiceed two stories
or thirty feet in height nor twenty-five hundred square feet
in area and are not occmpied as mercantile establishments,
factories or warehouses, roofings which are classified as Class
C under the test specification of Underwriters' Laboratories,
Inc., shall be accepted as meeting the requirements of this
secl'ion.
No roofing on an existing roof shall be renewed or re-
paired to a greater extent than one-tenth of the roof surface,,
except in conformity with the requirements of this section.
Section 13. Firest'opping. Firestopping in all classes
of buildings shall be arranged to cut off all iconcealed draft
openings, such as at floors, ceilings, roofs and attic spaces,
tind shall form effectual fire barriers horizontally and vertical-
ly. In buildings of ordinary construction and frame construc-
tion, wood two inches in thickness, nominal dimension, may
be used; in other types of construction approved noncom-
bustible material shall be used.
Section 14. Electrical Installations. All electrical
wiring, apparatus, or appliances for furnisihing light, heat, or
.power shall be in strict conformity with approved methods
and practices for safety to life and property. Compliance
with the National Electrical Code, as published 'by the Na-
tional Board of Fire Underwriters, shall be prima faicie evi-
dence of such apiproved methods.
Section 15. Chimneys and Flues.
(a) Chimneys shall be 'built of brick, of solid block
masonry, or of reinforced concrete, not less than three and
three-quarters inches t;hick, provided that for other than
dwellings and buildings of like heating requirements the
thickness of chimney walls shall be not less than eight inches.
Chimneys shall be lined throughout with fire clay flue lining
or with fire brick, provided that chimneys for gas appliances
only may be lined with any approved corrosion resistant lin-
ing. Chimneys shall be built on concrete or masonry founda-
tions. Footings for exterior chimneys shall start helow the
frost line.
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(Note. O'penings for smoke (pipes and
•clean-out openings should be built-in and
not cut in after fhe flue construction has
been completed. In .cutting openings after
the flue is completed the flue lining is likely
to be badly shattered and to cause obstruc-
tions in the flue.)
(b) Flues not conforming to the requirements for
chimneys shall be used only if of a type approved by the build-
ing official and installed in accordance with rules duly pro-
mulgated by the building official.
(c) (Chimneys and flues shall extend at least three
feet above the highest point at which they come in .contact
wit'h the roof of the building and at least two feet higher
than any ridge within ten feet of such chimney or flue.
(d) The back and sides of fire-places shall be oif solid
masonry or reinforced concrete, not less than eight inches in
thickness. A lining of fire brick at least two inches thick or
other approved material shall 'be provided unless the thickness
is twelve inches.
(e) Fireplaces ?-hall have heartais of brick, stone, tile
or other approved incombustible material supported in a' fire-
proof silaib or on brick trimmer arches. Such hearths shall
extend at least twenty inches outside of the .chimney breast
and not less than twelve inches beyond each side of the fire-
place opening along fhe chimney breast. The combined
thickness of hearth and siia)porting ai'ch shall be not less than
six inches at any point.
(f) Wooden forms or centers used in the construction
of that part of the supporting construction which is below
the hearth of the fireplace shall be removed when the sup-
porting construction of the hearth is completed and before
plastering on the underside.
(g) All wooden and other combustible construction
shall be kept at least two inches from chimneys and flues and
shall be kept at least four inches ifrom the back of a fireplace.
Such spaces shall be firestopped with noncombustible material.
(Note. For further details on chimney
construction, the Building Code recom-
mended by the National Board of Fire Un-
writers may be consulted.)
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16. Heating Appliances. Heating appliances shall
not be mounted on floors of combustible construction unless
they are either approved by the building official as suitable
designed for such mounting or are set on approved bases of
insulatinig value sufficient to prevent overheating of the com-
l)ust1ble construction.
(Note: For details on mounting of heat-
ing appliances see Article XII of the Build-
ing Code recommended by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters.)
Heating appliances shall be installed to iprovide clear-
ances to woodwork or other combustiible material, whether
plastered or uniplastered, not less- than as shown in Tables 1
and 2; provided that appliances of special types which have
been tested and found safe for installation wit'h lesser clear-
ances may be installed with such clearances as the building
official shall approve; and further provided that where a dur-
able form of noncombustible heat insiulating protection is
applied to the appliance or t'o the combustible material, in-
stallation may be made with such lesser clearances as the
building official shall approve.
(Note. For further details on reductions
in heating aippliance clearances see Article
XII of the Building Code recommended by
the National Board of Fire Underwriters.)
Section 17. Smoke Pipes. Every smoke ipipe shall
connect with a chimney or other approved flue. No smoke
pipe shall pass through any floor or ceiling.
Smoke pipes shall not pass through combustible walls
or ipartitions unless they are guarded at the point of passage
by (1) double metal ventilated thimbles not less than twelve
inches larger in diameter than the pipe, or (2) dou'ble metal
thimbles not less than eight inches in diameter than the pipe
with the annular space filled with mineral or rock wool, or
(3) metal or burned fire 'day thimbles built in brickwork or
other approved fireproofing materials extending not less than
eight inches beyond all sides of the thimble; or in lieu of
such iprotection all combustible material in the wall or parti-
tion shall be cut away from the smoke pipe a sufficient dis-
tance to provide the clearance required from such smoke pipe
—any material used to close lup such opening shall be non-
combustible.
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SECTION II
AN ORDINANCE PSOVIBING FOE FIRE PREVENTION
AND PROTECTION IN CONNECTION WITH HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
Be it ordained by the Fire Wards of the Town of AJton
as follows:
INSPECTIONS AND PERMITS
Section 18. Authority to Enter Premises. The Chief
of the Fire Department or any member of the fire department
desig-nated by him as an insipector may, at all reasonable
hours, enter any building or premises for the purpose of mak-
ing any inspection, which under the provision of this ordin-
ance he or they deem necessary to 'be made.
Section 19. lusipection of Premises. It shall be the
(duty of the Chief of the Fire Department to inspect or cause
to be inspected by fire officers or members, as often as may be
necessary, for the (purpose of ascertaining and causing to be
corrected any condition liable to cause fire, or any violations
of the provisions or intent of any ordinance affecting the fire
liazard.
Section 20. Whenever any such officer or member
shall find in any building or upon any premises or other place,
combustible or explosive matter or dangerous accumulation of
rubbish or unnecessary accumulation of waste paper, boxes,
shavings or any highly ffammable materials, and so situated
as to endanger property, or shall find obstructions to or on
fire escapes, stairs, passageways, doors or windows, liable to
interfere with the operation of the fire department, or egress
of occupants, in case of fire, he shall order the same to be re-
moved or remedied.
Section 21. Such order shall forthwith be complied
with by the owner or occupant of such premises or buildings,
subject to appeal within twenty-four liours to the Fire Wards,
Who sihall within ten days review such order and file his deci-
sion thereon, and unless the order is revoked or modified it
shall remain in full force and be obeyed by such owner or oc-
cupant. Any owner or occupant failing to comply with such
order within ten days after said appeal shall have been de-
termined, or if no appeal is taken, then within ten days after
tlie service of said order, shall be liable to a penalty as here-
inafter stated.
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The service of any saich order shall be made upon the
oecupant of the premises to whom it is directed by either de-
livering? a true copy of same to such occupant personally or
by delivering the same to and leaving it with any person in
charge of the ipremises, or in case no such person is found
ii.pon the premises by affixing a copy thereof in a conspicuous
place on t'he door to the entrance of the said premises. When-
ever it may be necessary to serve such an order upon the own-
er of premises, such order may be served either by delivering
to and leaving with the said person a true copy of said order,
or. if such owner is absent from the jurisdiction of the officer
making the order by mailing such copy to the owner's last
known postoffice address.
Section 22. Permit's. Permits required by the pro-
visions of this ordinance shall 'be obtained in writing from
the Ohief of the Fire Department. Permits shall be for such
period as the Chief oif the Fire Department may specify but
not exceeding one year. They shall be kept on the premises
designated therein and shall be subject to insipection by any
officer of the fire or police departments.
Section 23. In addition to the permits elsewhere re-
quired in this ordinance a permit Phall be obtained from the
chief of the fire department for:
(a) Storage of calcium carbide in excess of one hun-
dred pounds.
(b) Storage of hay, straw, excelsior and other com-
bustible fibers in excess of one ton, provided that no permit
will be required on farm property.
(c) Storage of corrosive acids in excess of ten gallons
of each kind.
(d) Storage of chlorates or other oxidizing chemicals
in excess of ten pounds.
(e) Storage or handling of pyroxylin plastic in the
excess of twenty pounds unless wrapped or packed for sale.
(f) Use of stationary acetylene generators.
(g) Use of compressed gas from cylinders in excess of
four hundred cubic feet aggregate capacity.
(h) The application of paint, varnish or lacquer by
spray method or with dip tanks and ovens.
(i) Use of refrigeration systems containing twenty
pounds or more of refrigerant other than air or water.
(j) The cleaning or drying of clothes or ot'her ma-
terial with a Class L or LL flammable liquid.
Such permits shall be based upon compliance with the
standards of t'he National Board of Fire Underwriters where
applicable.
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Section 24. Before permits are issued the Chief of the
Fire Department shall make or cause to be made such inspec-
tions or tests .as are necessary to assure that the provisions of
this ordinance are complied with.
Section 25. The Chief of the Fire Department is here-
by authorized to revoke any permit whenever in his judgment
any violation of fhis ordinance warrants such revocation, but
only after a fair and impartial hearing- shall have been ac-
coi-ded the holder of the pei-mit.
.Section 2 6. Appeal from any decision of the Cihief of
the Fire Department in refusing to grant or in revoking any
permit, may be made to the Fire Wards as outlined in Section
21.
Section 2 7. Modifications. The Chief of the Fire De-
partment shall have power to modify any of the provisions of
this ordinance upon application in writing by the owner or
lessee, or his duly authorized agent, when there are practical
difficulties in the way of carrying out the strict letter of this
ordinance, provided that the spirit of this ordinance shall be
observed, public safety secured, and substantial justice done.
The particulars of such modification when granted or allowed
and the decision of the Chief of the Fire Department thereon
shall be entered upon the records of the department and a
signed copy shall be furnished the apiplicant.
Section 28. Approved Devices and Materials. As
used in this ordinance, the word "aipproved" as applied to de-
vices or materials means acceptable to the Chief of the Fire
Department by reason of having been tested and examined by




Section 29. Permits required. No person shall use
any building, shed or enclosure for the purpose of servicing or
repairing any motor vehicle therein, nor use any room or
space having a floor area exceeding one thousand two hundred
square feet in any (building, shed or enclosure for storing,
housing or keeping any motor vehicles 'Containing flammable
liquid in the fuel tanks thereof, without a permit.
Section 30. Repair Work. No repairs of any kind
shall be made in any basement* or sub-basement garage.
Section 31. Cleaning with Flammable Liquids. No
flammable liquid with a flash point below 100 degrees F. shall
be used in any garage for washing parts or removing grea..«e
or dirt.
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Section 32. Handling of Gasoline and Oils. The res-
ervoirs of motor vehicles shall be filled only through hose from
ipumpa attached to approved iportable tanks or drawing from
underground storage tanks. There shall be no facilities for
gasoline handling or filling in any basement or sub-basement
garage.
No garage floor drain shall connect to any sewer unless
provided with an oil separator or trap.
AKTICXE 3.
FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS
Section 33. Application. This article applies to all
liquids having a flash point below 200 degrees P. closed cup
tester. The flashpoint shall be as determined by the Taglia-
bue closed cup tester.
Section 34. Classification. For the purpose of this
ordinance fiamma^ble liquids are classified as follows:
Class I. Liquids having a flash point below 25 degrees
P. closed cup tester. Examples, ether, gasoline, naphtha, and
benzol.
Class II. Liquids having a flash point above that for
Class I and below 7 degrees F. closed cup tester. Examples,
alcohol and amylacetate.
Class III. Liquids having a flash point above that for
C'lass II and below 200 degrees F. closed cup tester. Exam-
ples, kerosene and fuel oil.
Section 35. Permits. A 'permit shall be obtained
from the Chief of the Fire Department for the st'orage or
handling of flammable liquids in excess of one gallon where
such storage or handling is for the purpose of sale, or for use
in some business or industry; or for the storage of flammable
liquids in excess of flfty-flve gallons in connection with oil
burning equipments.
Section 36. Approvals. Before any flammable liquid
tank or piping is covered from sight, the insfallation shall be
inspected and apiproved by the Chief of the Fire Department.
Tlie Chief of the Fire Department may pro^hibit the
sale or use of any heating or lighting appliance using flam-
maMe liquids, which has not l)een tested by Underwrit'ers Lab-
oratories, Inc., or some other competent authority, and found
to be proiperly safeguarded against fire hazard.
Section 37. Class I and II Liquids. Class I and II
liquids shall not be kept or stored in any building used as a
place of public assembly, exceipt in laboratories for experi-
mental purposes.
In est'ablisihments where Class I and II liquids are used
in manufacturing, cleaning or other process the Chief of the
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Fire Department shall require such preventive and protective
measures as will reasonably safeguard life and property
against fire.
Section 38. Storage and Handling- of Class I Liquids
in Buildings. Class I liquids shall not be kept inside of
buildings except in sealed containers or apiproved safety cans
of not more than one gallon capacity each, 'provided that in
rooms conforming to Section 40, safety cans up to ten gallons
in size may be used, and in garages and manufajcturing plants
the Chief of the Fire Department may ipermit the use of ap-
proved portable wheeled tanks where the nature of the busi-
ness requires such storage.
Storage systems with arrangements for discharging
Class I liq'uids inside of buildings shall have discharge outlets
located only in rooms conforming to Section 40.
Section 39. Storage and Handling of Class H Liquids
in Buildings. Class II liquids yhall not be kept inside of
buildings except in sealed containers or approved saftey icans
of not over five gallons capacity each or in closed drums, bar-
rels or tanks. Containers of Class II liquids of over five gal-
lons capacity shall not be used to fill other containers, inside of
buildings, unless in a room conforming to Section 40.
Section 40. Storage Rooms. Rooms for the storage
and handling of flammable liquids shall be constructed with
walls, floors and ceilings having a fire resistance rating of not
less than one hour, provided that' where in the opinion of the
Chief of the Fire Department the hazard is more than moder-
ate, based upon a consideration of the quantity and nature of
the liquids involved and the extent of mixing operations to-
gether with the construction of the building and its exposures,
construction having fire resistance rating of not less than
t'vvo hours shall be required.
Door openings to the room shall be equipped with ap-
proved automatic or self-closing fire doors and sihall have sills
raised at least six inches above the room floor.
Section 41. Storage of Fuel Oil in Buildings. The
storage of Class II liquids in buildings, in connection with oil
burning equipments shall be in accordance with the follow-
ing: Tanks of not over two hundred and seventy-five gallons
capacity each and having an aggregate capacity not in excess
of five hundred and fifty gallons may be installed without en-
closures. Other tanks shall be completely enclosed with rein-
forced 'Concrete not less than eight inches in thickness, with
at least a six-inch space on sides between tank and concrete
insulation filled with sand or well tamped earth, and with
twelve inches of sand on top of tan'k, either between tank and
concrete slab or above concrete slab.
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Instead of an enclosure as aibove desicribed the tank
may be encased in reinforced concrete not less than six inches
in thickness applied directly to the tank so as to complefely
eliminate any air space.
Section 42. Drawing Liquids from Containers. Flam-
mable liquids shall not be drawn or handled in the presence
of any open flame or fiie. Except as permitted below, flam-
mable liquids shall be drawn from tanks, at ipoints inside
buildings only by pumps or other method approved by the
Chief of the Fire Department. El-aw-off pipes terminating-
inside building shall have a valve at the discharge end; when
delivery is by gravity, the shut-off valve should preferably be
of the automatically closing type and in addition an emer-
gency valve shall be provided. Draw-off devices for Class I
and II liquids shall not be located on floors below grade.
An approved domestic type oil burner may be supplied
by gravity ifrom a tank of two hundred and seventy-five gal-
lons maxinvum capacity. A second tank may be provided if
connected by an approved three-way valve so that not more
than two hundred and seventy-five gallons can be discharged
at any one time. Range burners and room heaters may, have
barometric-gravity suipply. with tank not exceeding six gal-
lons, if of an approved type.
The Chief of the Fire Department may permit gravity
flow of flammable liquids in manufacturing and jobbing plants
where the nature of the business requires it.
Section 43. Smoking Prohibited. iSmoking or the
carrying of matches or other smoking material in rooms where
flammable liquids are handled is prohibited. Suitable "No
Smoking" signs shall be displayed.
Section 44. Aboveground Storage Limited. The stor-
age of flammable liquids in outside aboveground tanks is here-
after prohibited within the following limits:
Note: These limits to be specified; they
should include the mercantile, and other
congested districts and land near streams
or other water ways which would carry
burning liquid into congested districts.
Section 45. Capacity and Location of Aboveground
Tanks.
(a) Outside aboveground tanks shall 'be so located
that the distance between shell of tank and property line or
nearest building is not less than one and one-half times the
greatest dimension of the tank (diamet-er, length or height),
provided that for tanks equipped with either an approved
permanently attached extinguishing system or an aipproved
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floating roof such distance may be reduced to not less itihan tUe
greatest dimension of the tank.
Note: The above paragraph is suitable for
application to tanks at bulk staifions and in-
dustrial pLanil's. The more detailed treat-
ment required for tanks used for the storage
of crude petroleum and for the large tanks
of oil refineries will be found in the larger
Fire Prevention Ordinance recommended
by the National Board of Fire Underwrit-
ers.
(b) The minimum distance between shells of any
two tanks shall be not less than one-half the greatest dimen-
sion (diameter, length or height) of smaller tank except that
sucih distance shall not be less than three feet, and for tanks
of eighteen thousand gallons or less the distance need not
exceed three feet.
Section 4 6. Underground Storage Limited. Under-
ground tanks shall have the top of the tank not less than two
feet below the surface of the ground except that, in lieu of
the two-foot cover, tanks may be ^buried under twelve inches
of earth and a cover of reinforced concrete at least five inches
in thickness provided, which shall extend at least one foot
Oieyond the outline of the tank in all directions; concrete cover
to be placed on a firm, well tamped earth foundation. Where
necessary to prevent floating, tanks shall be securely anchored
or weighted.
Where a tank cannot be entirely buried, it shall be
covered over with earth to a depth of at least two feet with a
slope on all sides not steeper than one and one-half feet hori-
zontal to one foot vertical.
For liquids with a flash point below 100 degrees F., un-
derground tanks having a capacity in excess of five hundred
and fifty gallons shall be at least ten feet, and tanks having
a capacity in excess of two thousand gallons shall be at least
twenty feet, from every building the lowest floor, basement,
cellar or pit of which is below the top of the tank.
Section 47. Construction of Tanks. The design, and
construction of tanks shall conform to generally aiccepted
good practice and shall be aipproved by the Chief of the Fire
Department. Tanks labeled by Underwriters' Laboratories,
Inc., and tanks conforming to the standards of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters or of the American Petroleum In-
stitute shall be deemed to conform to generally accepted good
practice.
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Section 48. Setting of Tanks.
(a) Tanks shall be set on firm foundation. Tanks,
located inside buildings and exceeding two thousand five hun-
dred gallons capacity shall be suipported independently of the
floor construction. Outside a'boveground tanks more than one
foot above ground shall have foundations and supports of
masonry or protected steel, except that wooden cushions may
be used.
(b) No combustible mat'erial shall be permitted under
or within ten feet of any outside aboveground storage tank.
Electric motors, unless of approved explosion-proof type, and
internal combustion engines ishall not be placed beneath tanks
or elsewhere within the line of va.por travel.
iSeot'ion 49. Venting of Tanks.
(a) An open galvanized iron vent pipe arranged for
proper draining, or an automatically operated vent, shall be
•provided for every tank which may contain flammable vapor.
The lower end of the vent pipe shall not extend through the
top into the tank for a distance of more ithan one inch.
(b) Vent openings, except those on underground
tanks for Class II liquids, shall be iprovided with approved
flame arresters. Vent openings and vent pipes shall be of
sufficient size to prevent abnormal pressure in the tank dur-
ing filling and except automatically operated vents, shall he
not smaller than one and one-quarter inch pipe size. Ar-
resters sliall be accessible for examination and repair. Vent
pipes gihall be provided with weatherproof hoods and termin-
ate outside of buildings not less than two feet, measured hori-
zontally and vertically, from any window or other building-
opening. For Class I liquids, if tight connection is made in
filling line and filling is by gravity, the vent ipipe shall extend
to a point at least one foot above the level of the top of the
highest reservoir from which the tank may be filled, other-
wise it shall be not' less' than twelve feet above the top of the
fill pipe. For other than Class I liquids the vent pipe shall
extend sufficiently above the ground to prevent obstruction by
snow or ice. Where a power pump is used in filling storage
tanks and a tight connection is made to the fill pipe, the vent
pipe shall be not small than the fill pipe.
Section 50. Emergency Pressure Reliefs. With the
exception of vertical con-roof tanks having a roof slope lesis
than two and one-half inches in twelve inches and in v/hich
the strengl'h of the joint between roof and shell is no greatei-
than that of the weakest vertical joint in the shell, all above-
ground tanks shall have some form of relief for preventing
the development of excessive internal pressure in case of ex-
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posure fire surrounding the tank. The method of relief shall
be aecepita^ble to the Chief of the Fire Department.
Note: For size of emergency pressure re-
liefs, see NBFU Pamphlet No. 30, Con-
tainers for Flammable Liquids, or the Sug-
gested Fire Prevention Ordinance recom-
mended by the National Board of Fire Un-
derwriters.
Section 51. Dikes.
(a.) Tanks containing crude oil or other liquids which
have a tendency to boil over, and tanks exceeding fifty thou-
sand gallons capacity shall be surrounded with a dike having
a capacity not less than that of the tank or tanks surrounded;
minimum height of earth dikes shall be three feet and of
masonry dikes thirty inches.
Cb) Tanks of less than fifty thousand gallons capaeiity
shall, when deemed necessary by the Chief of the Fire Depart-
ment on account of proximity to streams, character of topo-
graphy or nearness to buildings of high value, be diked or
the entire yard provided with a curb or retaining wall or
other suitable means taken to prevent the discharge of liquids
on to other property in case of a rupture in tank or piping.
(c) Dikes or walls required by the preceding (para-
graphs shall be of earth or masonry so constructed as to afford
adequate protection. When dikes surround tanks containing
crude oil, they shall have a suitable coping or deflector pro-
jecting inward properly constructed to minimize the effect of
a "boil over" wave. Dikes surrounding crude oil tanks shall
be not less than fifty feet from the shell of the tank or tanks
surrounded.
Section 52.. Distinctive Markings.
(a) Portable containers for Class I and II liquids shall
be painted red (entire container or conspicuously lettered in
black, "Dangerous—^Keep Lights and Fire Away".)
Section 53. Piping.
(a) Piping used for flammable liquids shall be stand-
ard full weight wrought iron, steel or brass pipe or approved
brass or copper tubing; for working ipre&S'ures in excess of
one hundred fpounds per square inch extra heavy fittings shall
be used. No pipe or tubing less than one-quarter inch in-
ternal diameter shall be used. Outside piping shall be pro-
tected against mechanical injury.
(b) Piping carrying Class I and II liquids, unless
without joints or connections, shall not extend through any
room which contains any open light or fire.
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Section 54. Valves at Tanks and Pumps.
(a) Where tanks are above ground there shall be a
valve located near t'he tank in each pipe. In case two or
more tanks are cross-'Connected there shall be a valve near
each tank in each 'CrosiSi-<connection.
(b) Pumps delivering- to or taking sup^ply from above-
ground storage tanks shall be provided with valves on both
suction and discharge of pump, and in delivering to tanks a
check valve to iprevent flow of liquid from tank fo pumip.
(c) In systems using pumps to supply auxiliary tanks
or headers, which feed internal combustion engines or fuel
oil burners, provision shall be made to return surplus oil to
the supply tank, any valve installed in the line shall be of
pressure relief type.
Section 5 5. Tank Filling, and Filling Connections.
(a) Deliveries of flammaible liquids of Class I and II
shall be made direefly to the storage tank through the filling
pipe by means of a hose or pipe between the filling piipe and
barrel, tank wagon or tank car from which such liquid is be-
ing drawn.
(b) The end of the filling pipe for underground stor-
age tanks for Class I and II liquids shall 'be carried to a loca-
tion outside of any building, but not within five feet of any
entrance door, or cellar opening; this filling pipe shall be
closed by a screw cap.
Section 5 6. Fire Extinguishers. Where fiammable
liquids are kept, used or handled a quantity of loose non-
combustible absorbents, sueh as dry sand or ashes, together
with pails or scoops, and chemical extinguishers or other ex-
tinguishing devices or materials shall be provided in such
quantities as may be directed by the Chief of the Fire De-
partment.
Section 57. Liquefied Petroleum Gas Containers.
(a) Non-portable containers for the storage of lique-
fied petroleum gases (propane and butane are the principal
constituents) shall be constructed in accordance with the Un-
fired Pressure Vessel Code of the American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers.
(b) Storage containers shall be located with respect
to nearest building or group of buildings, or line of adjoining
property which may be built uipon, in accordance with the
following table, except that the Chief oif the Fire Efepartment
may exempt minor outbuildings and buildings devoted exclu-
sively to gas manufacturing: and distributing operations, from
this requirement:
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Minimum Distance
Water Capacity Under- Above-
Per Container ground ground
Less tlian 125 gallons 10 feet None
125 to 500 gallons 10 feet 10 feet
500 to 1,200 gallons 25 feet 25 feet
Over 1,200 gallons 50 feet 5 feet
ARTICLE 4
nitrocelluijose motion pictuiRe film
Section 58. Applicat'ion. This article applies to mo-
tion picture film having cellulose nitrate base. The word
"film" wherever used in this article refers to such film. Cel-
lulose ecetate film, marked safety film is exempt from these
provisions.
iSection 59. Permits. No person shall store, keep or
have on hand more than twenty-five pounds (about five thou-
sand feet of thirty-five mm. film) of nitrocellulose motion
picture film without a permit from the Chief of the Fire De-
ipartment.
No person shall sell any toy or miniature motion pic-
ture machine containing nitrocellulose motion picture film,
or sell, lease or otherwise dispose of any nitrocellulose mo-
tion (Picture film to any person not having a permit to handle,
use or display such film.
Section 60. Enclosures for Motion Picture Projectors.
(a) Motion picture projectors using nitrocellulose
film shall be operated only within an approved enclosure, not"
less than forty-eight square feet in size and seven feet high.
If more than one machine is to be operated an additional
twenty-four square feet shall be provided for each additional
machine.
(b) The enclousre shall be built of brick, tile, or
plaster blocks, plastered on bofh sides, or of concrete, or of a
rigid metal frame, properly braced, and sheathed and roofed
with one-quarter inch hard asbestos board, securely riveted or
bolted to the frame, or two inches of solid metal lath and
cement or gypsum plaster. All joints shall be sufficiently
Hght to prevent the discharge of smoke.
(c) The entrance door into the enclosure shall be at
least two feet by five feet, of contsruction equivalent to the
sheathing permitted above for rigid frame construction, and
shall be so arranged as I'o close automatically, and shall be
kept closed at all times when not used for egress or ingress.
(d) Two orifices or openings for each picture ma-
chine may be provided; one for the operator's view shall be
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not larger than two hundred square inches, and the other
through which the picture is projected shall be not larger
than one hundred and t'\venty square inches. Where separate
stereopticon, spot or flood light machines are installed in the
same enclosure with picture machines, not more than one
opening for each such machine shall be provided for both the
operator's view and for the projection of the light, but two or
more machines may be operated through the same openings,
such openings shall be as small as practicable and shall be
capable of being protected by approved automatic shutters.
(e) Each opening shall be provided with a gravity
shutter of approved fireproof material. Shutters sliall he
suspended, arranged and inter-connected so that all openings
will close upon the operating of some suitable fusible or
mechanical releasing device, designed to operate automatical-
ly in case of fire or other contingency requiring the immedi-
ate and complete isolation of the contents of the enclosure
from other portions of the building. There shall also be
provided suitable means for manually closing all shutters
simultaneously from a point near the door. Shutters on
openings not in use shall be kept closed.
(f) All shelves, furniture and fixtures within the en-
closure shall be constructed of incombustible material, and
no combustible material of any sort whatever shall be per-
mitted or allowed to be within such enclosure, except the
films used in the operation Oif the machine, and film cement.
(g) Ventilation shall be provided by one or more me-
chanical exhaust systems which shall draw air from each are
lamp housing and from one or more points near the ceiling.
Systems shall exhaust to outdoors either directly or through
a noncombustible flue used for no other punpose. Exhaust
capacity shall be not less than fifteen cubic feet nor more
than fifty cubic feet per minute for each arc lamp plus two
hundred cubic feet per minute for the room itself. Exhaust
ducts shall be of noncombustible material and shall either be
kept one inch from combustible material or covered with one-
half inch of noncombusitible heat insulating material.
(h) An approved film cabinet shall be provided in
enclosures where the amount of film exceeds forty ipounds
(eight thousand feet of thirty-five mm. film). All films not
being used shall be kept in the cabinet or in Interstate Com-
merce Commission shipping containers, but not over forty
pounds of film shall be permitted to remain in the shipping
containers.
Section 61. Cabinets having a capacity of over fifty
'pounds of film shall be provided with a vent from each com-
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partment to the outside of t'he building. The vent shall
have a minimum effective sectional area of fourteen square
inches per one hundred pounds of film capaicity.
Section 62. Smoking or the carrying of a lighted
pipe, cigar, cigarette or other form of smoking material in
rooms where film is stored or handled is piohibited.
ARTICLE 5
EXPLOSIVES
Section 63. Application. This article applies to all
explosives except small arms ammunition and pyrotechnic de-
vices covered by Article 6.
Section 64. Permits. The manufacture of explosives
is prohibited. A permit shall be obtained from the Chief of
the Fire Department to have, keep, use, store or transtport any
explosives.
Seot'ion 65. Transportation.
(a) Explosives shall nof be transported or cai-ried on
or in any conveyance carrying passengers for hire.
(b) Every vehicle, while carrying explosives, shall
display upon an erect pole at the front end of such vehicle
and at such heights that it shall be visible from all directions,
a red flag with the word "Danger" printed, stamped or sewed
thereon in whM'e letters at least six (6) inches in height, or
in lieu of such flag the word "Explosives" must be painted
on, or attached to the rear end and each side of such vehicle
in letters at least four (4) inches in height.
(c) It shall be unlawful for any person in .charge of
a vehicle containing explosives to smoke in, upon or near such
vehicle, to drive, load or unload the vehicle while imt'oxicated,
to drive the vehicle in a careless or reckless manner, or to
load or unload such vehicle in a careless or reckless manner.
(d) It Srhall be unlawful for any person to place or
•carry, or cause to be placed or carried in the ibed or body of
a vehicle containing explosives, any metal tool or other piece
of metal, or any matches.
(e) It shall be unlawful for any person to place or
carry, or cause to be placed or carried, in the bed or body of a
vehicle containing explosives, any exploders, detonators,
blasting caps, or other similar explosive material.
Section 66. Storage.
(a) E'xplosives shall be stored only in magazines
made of fireproof material or of wood covered with sheet iron
and conspicuously marked "Magazine—Explosives—^Danger-
ous".
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(b) Magazines containing explosives sliall be located
at distances from neighboring buildings, higbways and rail-
roads in conformiit'y with the American quantity and distance
table; ^provided that one portable magazine icontaining not
more than fifty pounds of explosives may be allowed in a
building not occupied as a dwelling or place of public assem-
bly if iplaced on wheels and located not more than ten feet
from, on the same floor with and directly opposite to the en-
trance on the floor nearest the street level, and one magazine
containing not more than five thousand blasting caps, may be
allowed if placed on wheels and located on the floor nearest
the street level.
(c) Blasting caps or detonators of any kind shall not
be placed or kept in the same magazine with other explosives.
(d) Magazines shall be kept locked except when be-
ing inspected or when explosives are being placed therein or
being removed therefrom.
(e) Magazines s'hall be kept clean and free from grit,
rul)bish and empty packages.
ARTICLE 6
FIREWORIsJS
Section 6 7. Definition. The term "fireworks" as
used in this article refers to firecrackers, rockets, torpedoes.
Roman candles, toy pistols, toy cannons, detonating canes,
blank cartridges and other devices designed for ipyrotechnic
display.
Section 68. Manufacture and Sale. The manufacture
of fireworks and the possession or display of fireworks for sale
is prohibit'ed.
Section 69. Disicharge. The use or discharge of fire-
works is prohibited except that pyroteohnical displays may be
authorized by resolution of the Fire Wards when under the
control of qualified individuals and the time, place, and man-
ner of suich display is approved by the Chief of the Fire De-
partment.
ARTICIE 7
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS FOR FIRE PREiVEINTION
Section 70. Bonfires. No person shall burn or cause
t'o be burned any trash, lumber, leaves, straw or any other
combustible material in any street, alley or vacant lot, with-
out a permit from the Chief of the Fire Department, when
such burning shall be done in screened metallic receptacles
approved by him and under such proper safeguards as he may
direct.
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Section 71. Hot Ashes and Ot-her Dangerous Materi-
als. Ashes, smouldering .coals or embers, greasy or oily suib-
stances and other matter liable to spontaneous ignition shall
not be deposited or allowed to remain within ten feet of any
combustible materials, except in mefal or other noncombusti-
ble receptacles. Such receptacles shall be .placed on non-
combustible stands, unless resting on a noncombustible floor
or on the ground outside the 'building, and shall be kept at
least two feet away from any combustible wall or iparfition.
Section 72. Accumulation of Combustible Materials.
(a) No person shall permit to remain upon any roof
or in any court, yard, vacant lot or open space, any accumula-
tion of waste paper, hay. grass, straw, weeds, litter or com-
bustible or flammable waste or ruibbish of any kind.
(b) Every person making, using, storing or having
charge or control of any shavings, excelsior, rubbish, sacks,
bags, litter, hay, straw or combustible trash, waste or frag-
ments shall at the .close of each day cause all such material
which is not compactly baled and stacked in an orderly man-
ner to be removed from the premises or stored in suil'able
vaults or in metal or metal-lined and covered receptacles or
bins. Suitable presses s.hall be installed in stores, apartment
buildings, factories and similar places where accumulations of
paper and waste materials are not removed at least every
second day.
Section 73. Flammable Decorations.
(a) Cotton batting, straw, dry vines, leaves, trees,
celluloid or other highly flammable materials shall not be
used for decorative purposes in show windows or in stores
without a permit from the Chief of the Fire Department.
(b) Paper and other readily flammaible materials
shall not be used for decorative purposes in any place of pub-
lic assembly, unless such materials have first been treated to
render them flameproof to the satisfaction of the Chief of the
Fire Department.
[Section 74. Maintenance of Protective and Extin-
guishing Systems. Siprinkler systems, standpipe systems,
alarm systems, and other protective or extinguishing systems
which have been installed in compliance with any permit or
order, or because of any law or ordinance, shall be main-
tained in operative condition at all times, and it shall 'be un-
lawful for any owner or occupant to reduce the effectiveness
of the protection furnished. Provided this shall not prohibit
the owner or occupant from temporarily reducing or discon-
tinuing the protection where necessary to make tests, repairs,
alterations or additions. The Chief of the Fire D'epartment
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shall be notified before such, tests, repairs, alterations or addi-




AND DATE OF EFFECT
Section 75. Penalties for Violation. A pei'son who
shall violate a provision of this ordinance or fail to comply
therewith, or who shall violate or fail to comiply with any
order or regulation made thereunder, or who shall build in
violation of a detailed statememt or plan submitted and ap-
proved thereunder, or of a permit issued thereunder, shall
severally for each and every such violation and non-compli-
ance, forfeit and pay a penalty not to exceed the sum of twen-
ty-five dollars. The imposition of a penalty for a violation of
this ordinance shall not excuse the violation, or 'permit it to
continue; such violation shall be remedied within a reason-
able time, and each ten days that such violation is permitted
to exist shall constitute a separate offense.
The application of the above penalty shall not be held
to prevent the enforced removal of prohibited conditions.
Section 7 6. Validity. If any section or part of sec-
tion or paragraph of this ordinance is declared invalid or un-
constitutional it shall not be held to invalidate or im^pair the
validity, force or effect of any other section or sections or
part of a section or paragraph of this ordinance.
Section 77. Conflicting Ordinances Repealed. All or-
dinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent hereby repealed.
Seot'ion 7 8. Date of Effect. This ordinance shall




Recorded by Town Clerk, Ethel W. Morrell,
in the Town Records on page
Board of Fire Wards of the Town of
Alton, New Hampshire.
ROBERT EASTMAN,
LAVi^RENCE F. SAMPSON.
HERBERT T. ALOEN.
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